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Abstract

We conducted an experiment to investigate whether a
human tutor could employ the CATO model and in-
structional program to teach legal research and argu-
mentation skills to beginning law stu&nts. The CATO
model covem arguments comparing and contrasting
casesin terms of factors, abstractionsof facts that tend
to strengthen or weaken a party’s position on a legal
claim. At the time of the experimen~ the CATO pro-
gram comprised tools and resources that help apply
the CATO model to specific problems, most impor-
tantly, a case database and tools for retrieving, dis-
playing, and comparing casesin terms of factors.

We compmed human-led itulruction with CATO
against more traditional classroom instruction de-

signed to teach the same skills, without the use of the
CATO model or tools. The subjects were 17 fmt-
semester students from the University of Pittsburgh
Law School. We found that human-guided instruction
with CATO was as good as classroom instruction, We
also found that answers generated by the CATO pro-
gram were scored higher than the students’ answers,
suggestingthat the model can potentially be employed
even more effectively to teach students. Examples
drawn from protocols of CATO sessionsih.trate that
students can use the CATO model to guide and facili-
tate the construction of arguments and often go be-
yond the model’s limitations, at least under the guid-
ance of a human tutor.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we report the results of an experiment to in-
vestigate whether a human tutor could employ the CATO
program and its model of case-based legal argumentation
to instruct law students. CATO is an intelligent tutoring
system designed to teaeh law students to make legal argu-
ments for and against results in problem disputes by comp-
aring and contrasting the problem to precedents. At the
time of the experiment, it provided tools and resources,
but did not yet do any active tutoring, Under the guidance
of a human tutor, beginning law students carried out legal
research and argumentation tasks, using the CATO model
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as an organizational framework for representing a prob-
lem’s factual strengths and weaknesses, finding cases,
evaluating cases’ relevance, and making arguments with
cases. Instead of the standard law library tools to track
down cases, students used CATO’S case retrieval and dis-

play tools.

CATO’S model and instructional environment channels

students into retrieving and comparing cases in terms of

factors. Factors, abstractions of facts that tend to

strengthen or weaken a party’s position on a legal claim,

were introduced in HYPO’S Dimensions [Ashley, 1990;

1991] as an AI/CBR knowledge representation device for
indexing cases and abstractly summarizing the legally
relevant facts of cases. Factors may be thought of as fact-
oriented reasons for or against deciding a claim in favor
of a plaintiff. A factor may be neither a necessary nor a
sufficient reason for deciding a clati, the presence of a
factor, however, ceteris paribus makes a case stronger or
weaker for plaintiff. Generally, a case or problem presents
a conflict among factors, in that some factors favor the
plaintiff, others favor the defendant. To make arguments
about how to resolve the issue, it is useful to compare and
contrast the problem to cases that presented similar sets of
factors,

Although factors have appealed to a wide range of re-
searchers as a useful knowledge representation device
(see, for example [Clark, 1990; Sanders, 1991; Hage,
1993; Loui, et al., 1993; Murbach and Norm, 1993; Riss-
land, Skalak and Friedman, 1993; 1994]), the AI and Law
research community lacks much experience in how hu-
man subjeeta interact with factors. Like most AI l&owl-
edge representation tools, employing factors is something
of a double-edged sword. On the one han~ these stereo-
typical abstractions enable a program to compute the rele-
vance of cases according to a variety of apparently useful
definitions as in [Ashley, 1990; Ashley and Aleven, 1994]
and to generate various types of case-based arguments.
Case representations based on factors have also been used
to retrieve, semi-automatically, small collections of cases
that can be used to illustrate argumentation issues [Ash-
ley and Aleven, 1992]. We had observed (but needed to
confirm experimentally) that CATO’S use of factors of-
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fered certain instructional benefits, for example, help stu-
dents develop some interpretations of what a case means,
focus students on the importance of comparing and con-
trasting cases in terms of factual strengths and weak-
nesses, and help students make initial judgments of the
relevance of cases [Aleven and Ashley, 1994].

On the other hand, as stereotypes, factors and the rele-
vance criteria based on them are subject to limitations in
terms of what they leave OU$ for instance, knowledge re-
lated to what the factors mean and why they matter. Cur-
rently, the factors’ applicability condhions are not repre-
sented in a form that CATO can understand. Also, there is

no representation of a factor’s theoretical legal signifi-

cance, for example, explanations linking factors to more

abstract legal knowledge such as policies and purposes
underlying a legal domain. Berman and Hafner have pre-
dicted that “case-based reasoners that incorporate tele-
ological arguments will prove more useful to less skilled
advocates or legal educators desirous of enhancing the ad-
vocacy skills of their students” p3erman and Hafner,
1993]. Thorne McCarty has also criticized a focus on fac-
tors as relying too much on “fixed features” and ignoring
the importance of constructing theories to justify posi-
tions, theories that relate underlying concerns of the law
with precedents and a proposed result. [McCarty, 1994].
As a tutoring device, there also is a fear that students will
be tempted to rely on factors too much, to apply them me-
chanically or uncritically as symbols, forgetting what the
factors mean and ignoring their limitations. As Bertnan
has said, “CBR may prove useful as electronic trainers to
enable fledgling lawyers to improve their basic skills at
using cases. But like ball machines that cannot replicate a
talented player’s probing of an opponent’s weaknesses,
these legal trainers will not prepare lawyers to respond in-
telligently to the skilled lawyer’s exploitation of the inde-
terminacy that inheres within legal precedents.” ~erman,
1991].

Given the interest in factors, both positive and scepti-
cal, and our own desire to insure that a human tutor could
teach valuable lessons with CATO’S factor-oriented

model, it was important to document empirically how hu-

man subjects reacted to CATO’S use of factors. In this pa-
per, we describe the CATO program as students saw it at
the time of the experiment describe the experiment, re-
port and discuss its findings, an~ finally, present exam-
ples drawn from the experimental protocols which illus-
trate ways in which ststdents used factors.

2. The CATO model and instructional

program

In this section, we describe the CATO program by ilhs-
trating how one law student used its tools and resources to
analyze a problem. The goal in the CATO project is to de-
velop an instructional environment that students can use
to practice legal research and argumentation tasks and de-
velop certain of the skills involved. In particular, the in-
structional goal is for students to learn to analyze a prob-
leW select relevant cases based on a comparison of the
cases’ factual strengths and weaknesses, and develop ar-

guments about the problem supported by the most rele-
vant cases. In addition, the goal is for students to learn to
frame effective queries for automated case law databases,
in particular, Westlaw’s natural language query syste~
WIN [Croft and Turtle, 1992].

The CATO model of case-based argumentation provides
a general plan describing an argument’s overall structure
and a set of argument moves to employ as building blocks
of an actual argument [Aleven and Ashley, 1993; 1994].
The mo&l covers argument moves such as analogizing
the problem to cases with a favorable outcome, citing
cases to emphasize strengths or to downplay weaknesses,
and covering the opponent’s bases (i.e., the weaknesses
present in the problem). It also includes responses to such
arguments by distinguishing and citing counterexamples.
The CATO model provides a set of relevance criteria that
specify which cases are the best to use in each argument
move. Core elements of the model, most importantly, the
use of factors to represent cases and define relevance cri-
teria, originate in HYPO’S model of reasoning with cases
[Ashley, 199Q 1991].

The CATO instructional environment is shown in Fig-
ure 1. Currently, it provides tools and resources that help
students to apply the model to a particular problem, most
importantly, a case library and tools for retrieving, dis-
playing, and comparing cases in terms of factors. CATO’S
case library contains, for each of 45 trade secrets cases, a
(pre-stored) list of applicable factors and a squib (i.e., a
narrative summary). The CATO query language enables
students to retrieve cases with any boolean combination
of factors, CATO can display the factors or squib of a
case, and show a comparison of the factors of a retrieved
case and those of the problem. Currently, CATO does not
communicate to students the argument plan, argument
moves, and relevance criteri~ but it will in the future.

We presented “Steve”, a thiid year law student with no
prior knowledge of the CATO system with a problem
based on Mason v. Jack Daniel Distillery,t an Alabama

1 In 1980, a restaurant owner named Mason developed a combi-
nation of Jack Daniel’s whiskey, Triple See, sweet and sour mix,
and 7-Up to ease a aore throat. He promoted the drink, dubbed
“Lynchburg Lemonade” for his restauran~ “Tony Mason’s,
Huntsville”, served it in Mason jars and sold T-shirts. Mason
told the recipe only to his bartenders and instructed them not to
reveal the recipe to others. The drink was only mixed out of the
customers’ view. The drink comprised about one third of the
sales of alcoholic drinks. Despite its extreme popularity, no
other establishments had duplicated the drink, but experts
claimed it could easily be duplicated

In 1982, Randle, a sales representative of the Distillery, vis-
ited Mason’s restaurant and drank Lynchburg Lemonade. Mason
disclosed part of the recipe to Randle in exchange, Mason
claimed, for a promise that Mason and his band would be used
in a sales promotion. Randle recalled having been under the im-
pression that Mason’s recipe was a “secret formula”.

Randle informed his superiom of the recipe and the drink’s
popularity. A year later, the Distillery began using the recipe to
promote the drink in a national sales campaign. Mason dld not
participate in the promotion or teceive other compensation.
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Figure 1: The CATO interface. The factors that the student identitled for the problem situation (Mason) are displayed in

the top left window. There are windows for entering queries (bottom right), displaying the result of the last

query (bottom left), and displaying a case’s factors or a comparison with tbe factors of the problem (middle

window). Queries are expressed in a Lisp-1ike syntax. CATO displays squibs (short summaries of cases) in

separate pop-up windows. Smdents can also request to see a history of their queries (middle window) and can

make notes about the cases they have seen in the top right window.

case which involved a claim for trade secret roisappro-
priation (see [Aleven and Ashley, 1993] for a more com-
plete anrdysis of the Mason case). We introduced Steve to
some of the trade secrets factors and cases in the CATO
database, and showed him how to use the CATO tools. Fi-
nally, we asked him to make an argument on behalf of the
plaintiff in Mason, supported by cases he would have to
find and retrieve ffom CATO’S database. Figure 2 sumtnw-
rizes the strategy he adopted on his own, without prompt-
ing flom us. FirsL he identified the strengths and weakn-
esses of the plaintiff’s side in terms of factors. (We dle-

scribe that process in Section 4.1.) Then he formulated an
argument for the plaintiff by identifying three issues and
searching CATO’s database for cases to resolve them. He
was able to formulate each issue in terms of factors and to
fashion queries to CATO specifying factors and outcomes
that retrieved cases should. mav. or should not have. He.,
at so msed factors to make initiat judgments of the re-

trieved cases’ relevance to the issue. We illustrate exam-
ples of his reasoning and queries for two of those issues in

Sections 4.3 and 4.4. After carrying out this strategy,
Steve was convinced that “the plaintiff has now made a
solid argument on their case.”

3. An Experiment with CATO

In the late fall of 1993, we conducted an experiment with
17 first-semester law students. The goal of the experiment
was to get an early indication of the instructional effec-
tiveness of the CATO enviromnen~ in teaching argument-
making and case-finding skills to beginning law stu&nts.
A second goal was to gather more detailed information
about how students interact with the CATO model and
tools. The experiment was designed to compare instruc-
tion with CATO against more tra&tional methods of
teaching the same material, Specifically, the plan was to
compare students’ abilities after roughly equal time peri-
ods of more traditional legal methods classroom instruc-
tion and instruction using CATO. This was meant to be a

formative evaluation [Shute and Regian, 1993], designed
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Using Cato to analyze the Mason problem and construct an argument for the plaintiff, stttdenti

1. Identitled factors present in Mason and whether they were strengths or weaknesses of plaintiff’s side. (For

a description of this process see Section 4.1.)

2. Formulated an argument for the plaintiff by identifying issues and searching for cases.

2.a Issue 1: How to blunt the defendant’s s~engths using (some of) plaintiff’s strengths? Defendant’s

strengths were that the plaintiff disclosed its secrets to the defendant in negotiations (Factor F I)’and

the product was easy to reverse engineer (F16).

Queries:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

List all cases with the same factors as Mason (returned no cases);

Relaxed query 1: List all cases won by plaintiff with one or more of the pro-plaintiff factors and

all of the pro-defendant factors present in Mason (returned no cases);

Relaxed query 2: List all cases won by plaintiff with one or more of the pro-plaintiff factors and

one or more of the pro-defendant factors present in Mason (5 cases);

Restricted query 3, by adding the constraint that the retrieved cases have no other factors (1 case).

Lead to: Digital Development case but there was a distinction: In Mason, plaintiff’s secret could be

reverse engineered with some effort (i.e., pro-defendant factor F 16: Info-Reverse-Engineerable ap-

plied to Mason but not to Digital Development).

2.b Issue 2: How to blunt the effect of that distinction, factor F16: Info-Reverse-Engineerable?

Queries: List all cases with factor F16 (returned 4 cases, 1 won by plaintiff).

Lead to: American Precision case where plaintiff won despite F16. (For student’s argument with

American Precision, see Section 4.4.)

2.c Issue 3: How to blunt defendant’s remaining strength, factor Fl? In Mason plaintiff made disclosures

to defendant (factor F 1) without securing a nondisclosure agreement (factor F4 Agreed-Not-To-

Disclose, absent in Mason).

Queries:

(1) List all cases with factor F1 (returned 8 cases, 4 won by plaintiff).

(2) Restricted query 1: List all cases with factor F1 but witbout factor F4 (6 cases, 2 won by plaintiff).

(For a discussion of student’s reasoning and queries, see Section 4.3.)

Lead to: Digital Development and Space Aero cases where plaintiff won despite disclosures to defen-

dant without nondisclosure agreement.

3. Composed argument for plaintiff from notes summarizing above issues and results of queries.

Figure 2: Observed student’s strategy using CATO to analyze Mason problem and

construct an argument for the plaintiff.

to gather information that could aid in the firther devel-

opment of the CATO program.

The subjects were recruited by advertising in the stu-
dent newsletter of the University of Pittsburgh Law

School. They were randomly assigned to a control group
of 10 students and an experimental group of 7 students.
All subjects were given an introductory lecture about
trade secret law, a subject not taught in the ftrst year legal
curriculum. The instructor discussed parts of the Restate-
ment of Torts (2nd), section 757, which includes a list of

six factors for trade secrets law. All of the subjects also

participated in a hands-on session led by a Westlaw in-

structor explaining how to use Westlaw and WLN.

All subjects then took a pre-test take-home examination
comprising two types of questions: (1) argument-making
questions designed to assesstheir abilities in making legal
arguments citing cases and (2) case-finding questions to
assess their skills in drafting queries to retrieve relevant
cases with WIN. The purpose of the pre-test was to verify
that the students in the control group and experimental
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~oup were, on the average, of equal ability —as one
would expect, given that the students were randomly as-
signed to each group.

The control group received two two-hour sessions con-
ducted by two legal methods instructors in the Law
School’s computer laboratory room. Each session began
with a classroom lecture, one on how to analyze a legall
fact situation and conduct legal research about it usin,g
Westlaw and WIN. The other lecture dealt with how to
make a legal argument. The list of trade secrets law fac-
tors presented in the Restatement of Torts (2nd) played a
rather central role in one of the lectures. Following eaclh
lecture, the students were assigned specific trade secrets
problems and the task of finding relevant cases using WIN
and outlining twguments about the problem. In the second
sessio~ the students made brief oral arguments for a side
based on the cases they had found and responded to those
arguments on behalf of the opponent. Although the con-
trol group sessions were not part of the regular methods
curriculum, but were organized especially for the experi-
men~ we believe that the control group instruction consti-
tutes a reasonable attempt to teach, in a traditional way,
the same skills as are targeted by the CATO instruction.

Each student in the experimental group received two
two-hour sessions of instruction using CATO, During
these sessions, he or she learned to use the CATO tools
and analyzed two trade secret problem situations, includ-
ing the Mason probleu guided by a human tutor, Kevin

Ashley. Each session was attended by a pair of students.
The students received practice in identifying a side’s
strengths or weaknesses in terms of factors, citing repre-
sentative cases, resolving conflicts among factors, distin-
guishing unfavorable cases, citing counterexamples to
trump an opponent’s cases, and covering the opponent’s
bases to overcome his strengths. The students dictated
their queries to Vincent Aleven who translated them into
CATO’S query language. (In fact, he handled all interac-
tion with the program.) We made video or audio record-
ings of each of the CATO sessions, 11 in total, 9 sessions
as part of the experiment, and 2 additional sessions prior
to the experiment.

Following the instructional sessions, the students took a
take-home post-test containing the same kind of
argument-making and case-finding questions as the pre-
test. The purpose of the post-test was to assess the stu-
dents’ skills after their respective instruction, so that the
relative effectiveness of the two types of instruction could
be compared. In particular, the question was whether
there was a significant difference in post-test scores, be-
tween experimental gxvup and control group, that was not
seen on the pre-test (or vice versa).

The students’ responses on the pre- and post-tests were
graded in blind tests by two legal methods instructors (not
those who had conducted the control group instruction)
and three West Publishing Company reference attorneys.
The West graders graded only the students’ WIN queries.
None of the grade~ was familiar with the CATO model.
For the argument-making questions, we included in the

materials to be graded a set of answers generated by

CATO. We did not tell the graders that this output was

computer-generated. We provided a set of grdng criteria
which were compatible with the CATO model but were
not phrased specifically in terms of the CATO model.
(Since the control group instruction was not based on the
CATO model, it would not have been a fair test to use the
model as the standard to evaluate student performance.)
The grading criteria rewarded students’ identifying impor-
tant issues and factual strengths and weaknesses in a prob-
le~ appropriate selection of cases to cite in an argument
(subdivided into further criteria), students’ correctly draw-
ing analogies, distinguishing cases, and using
counterexamples. The grading criteria also included more
general criteria such as scope of analysis, context sensitiv-
ity, and effectiveness. A slight penalty was assessed for
“negatives” such as “so what?” differences, conclusory
statements, repetitio~ etc. The students’ written WIN que-
ries were graded based on two criteria Whether the query

captured important issues raised by the problem,” and
whether it was (or would be) effective in retrieving rele-
vant cases.

We conducted a policy capturing study, asking the
West graders to explain why they felt certain queries were
better than others. This resulted for each grader in a list of
criteri% which we believe will be useful to help students
in learning to use WIN effectively,

The quantitative results of the experiment are shown in
Table 1 and may be summarized as follows: (1) On both
the pre-test and the post-test the control group’s scores
were slightly higher than those of the experimental group.
The differences, however, were not statistically signifi-
cant. Note that the pre- and post-test scores for the
argument-making questions are not directly comparable
because they were scored by different graders and the
tests comprised dMferent mixes of questions. Thus, the
fact that the post-test scores for both groups on the
argument-making questions were somewiiat iower than
the pre-test scores does not convey any usefil informa-
tion. (2) The CATO-generated answers” to the argument-
making questions were scored significantly higher than
the students’ answers on both the pre- and post-tests. (3)
There is a slight increase in the student scores for the
case-fmdlng questions (involving WIN) on the post-test as
compared to the pre-test. The difference is statistically
significant. Since the same gradens graded the pre- and
post-test case-finding questions, these scores are compara-
ble.

We interpret the first result as confirming that the
CATO instruction (as guided by a human tutor) is as effec-
tive as the more traditional classroom instruction. Al-
though the results do not indicate that the CATO instruc-
tion was more effective than the more traditional instruc-
tion, the second finding suggests that the CATO model has
the potential to be more effectively employed than it was
in this experiment. Apparently, the experimental group
students did not learn everythkg there was to learn from
CATO’S argumentation model. The model enables CATO
to generate significantly better answers, but the experi-
mental group dld not learn the skills necessary to generate
answers as good as CATO’S.
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Pre-test Post-test

argument- argument- WIN argument- argument- Wni
making making and queries making making and queries

case-finding case-finding

Experimental Group Average 52 45 52 41 42 57

Control Group Average 56 50 51 46 45 57

CATO SCOre fjg. 78*

Table 1: Percentage of maximum score on pre-test and post-test. * denotes highest score,

The third finding gives some evidence that both groups
did, in fact, learn something about using WIN effectively
by virtue of their respective instruction. Since the pre- and
post-test scores for the argument-making questions are
not directly comparable, we cannot similarly confirm that
both groups learned something about argument-making
from their respective instruction. As noted above, this was
because different graders graded the pre- and post-tests,
and because the tests may not have been equally difficult.

Given that students used CATO only under the continu-
ous guidance of a human tutor, it is clear that thk exp_i-
ment does not support any conclusions about the effec-
tiveness of CATO as a stand-alone tutoring system. We
plan to undertake such an experiment after further devel-
oping the CATO program.

4. Examples of students’ using factors in
legal research and argumentation

In this sectiow we show examples, taken from the proto-
cols of the CATO sessions, that illustrate ways in which
students used the CATO model and tools to guide and fa-
cilitate their legal research activities. As discussed in the
introduction, CATO’s case representations based on fac-
tors leave out certain knowledge related to what the fac-
tors mean and why they matter. This includes abstract le-
gal knowledge about the policies and purposes underlying
the given area of the law, knowledge about the corporate
world, and common sense knowledge. However, it is im-
portant that students draw on this knowledge when mak-
ing arguments with cases and do not treat factors as icons
or manipulate them mechanically.

Students can be expected to have at leaat some of this

background knowledge; we took various measures to
make more of it available. All students received a lecture
about trade secrets law. Some of the background knowl-
edge was available to students in the squibs and even in
the names of factors. We impressed upon students that it
is important to know the specific case facts behind the
factors. We introduced the concept of factors by illustrat-
ing how factors correspond to the factual strengths and
weaknesses that students identified for a few sample

cases. Also, we stressed the fact that not every instance of
a factor is the same: Even if cases share a factor, they may
differ in how extreme their facts are with respect to that
factor2. Finally, we repeatedly encouraged students to
read the squibs of the cases.

The question is whether these measures ensure that stu-
dents draw on their background knowledge appropriately
while making arguments with cases, even if the CATO
model does not provide explicit guidance or examples in
this respect. In presenting the examples, we pay particular
attention to whether students were able to integ-ate into
their arguments knowledge about the meaning of factors
and the other types of background knowledge.

4.1 Students used factors to represent the strengths

and weaknesses that a problem presents.

After reading a short description of the facts of the pro-
blem situation, students identified factual strengths and
weaknesses, that is, facts that would tend to help plain-
tiff’s or defendant’s case. The tutor then helped them se-
lect the corresponding factors. For example, we asked
Steve to analyze the Mason problem and identify any ap-
plicable factors (see Section 2). In CATO’S database, Ma-

son is indexed by the following factors: the plaintiff dis-
closed its secrets to the defendant in negotiations (Factor
Fl) and the product was easy to reverse engineer (F16),
two factors strengthening the defenchmt’s position. On the
other han~ in plaintiff’s favor, it took some security
measures (F6), its product was unique (F 15), and the de-
fendant’s representative knew the information was confi-
dential (F21),

A student may agree with CATO’S set of applicable fac-
tors, but he need not. As it happened, Steve agreed with

the above set of factors for Mason, but he also found that
two additional factors applied and identified two sets of
facts he regarded as relevant but for which CATO offered

no factors. In situations where a student does not agxee

2 In HYPO, but not in CATO, the magnitude of each factor was
represented explicitly [Ashley, 199Q 1991].
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with the set of factors associated with the case in CATO’s
database, but decides that some other factors in CATO’S
database apply, we simply use the student’s list as the ca-
nonical analysis of the problem. If the student decides that
factors apply which are not known to CATO, we can only
ask him to list his factors for future reference.

4.2 Students used factors to implement a general

research or argumentation strategy.

Students used the CATO query htngttage to implement

general research strategies for finding cases to cite in i~tt

argument. Even though the strategies were not part of the
CATO model and we did not communicate them to the
students, it turned out that many searches expressed in
terms of factors bore a close connection to CATO’S argu-
mentation strategies.

We observed four generrd research strategies. First stu-
dents often looked for cases that have similar sets of fact-
ors as the problem. Students executed queries for cases
with the same set of factors as the probleq or, when this
failed, for cases that have at least one factor in common
with the problem, %con~ some students focused on the
favorable factors that are present in the proble~ evidently
with the intention to argue for a favorable result on the bla-
sis of their strengths. Others students focused on findrng
cases that share (some of) the unfavorable factors with the
problem, intent on blunting the the opponent’s strengths.
Fittally, some students searched for cases that combine
some of the unfavorable factors and some of the favorable
factors. These queries turned out to be very effective. Stu-
dents also specified that retrieved cases should not have
certain distinctions, or no distinctions at all. We believe
that practice with these general research strategies will
turn out to be valuable for students, even though the query
languages of commercially available retrieval systems
such as WIN or Westlaw differ substantially frc~m
CATO’S.

A sequence of queries in Steve’s example illustrates
how these strategies can be used, with some trial and er-
ror, to find relevant cases (see Figure 2, issue 1). In orcler
to retrieve cases to cite for the plaintiff in the Mason prctb-
lem he first tried to find cases with the same set of factors
as Mason. When this failed, he “tried to find cases with
combinations of the favorable and unfavorable factors.
His main concern was to find the cases needed to support
an argument that the plaintiff could win in spite of the un-
favorable factors. Having found some cases, he addecl a
constraint (in the fourth query) that the cases should not
have any factors that are not present in the probletq so as
to filter out any dlstingttishable cases.

4.3 Students used factors to formulate issues and focus

research in a given problem situation.

Steve’s example also illustrates how stu&nts used factors
to define issues and focus the search for cases. While ana-
lyzing the Mason problem he &fined three issues in
terms of factors (see Figure 2). He further refined the third
issue in a very interesting way, applying knowledge about
the meaning of factors that is not represented in the CArO
model. Steve needed to find a way to argue that plaintiff
in Mason could win in spite of a weakness in its position:

Mason had disclosed his alleged secret to the defendant
during negotiations (pro-defendant factor F 1 Disclosure-
In-Negotiations). Steve fust ran a query for cases that
have this factor and found several cases in which the
plaintiff won despite the presence of this factor:

> (list-cases fl)

List all cases

with factor

F1 Disclosure-In-Negotiations (d)

Cases won by plaintiff:

Boeing (p)

Bryce (p)

Digital Development (p)

Space Aero (p)

(4 cases Won by defendant omitted. )

Steve realized, however, that the cases won by plaintiff
may be distinguishable in a potentially troublesome way.
He knew that trade secrets law allows plaintiffs to com-
municate information to others pledged to secrecy. The
plaintiff in Mason, however, had failed to take the precau-
tion of securing a nondisclosure agreement from the de-
fendant (factor F4 Agreed-Not-To-Disclose, not present in
Mason). Therefore, it was important to know whether
plaintiff could win despite such lack of care. Steve there-
fore refined his query to select only the cases in which F4
did not apply:

> (list-cases fl :not-any f4)

List all cases

with factor

F1 Disclosure-In-Negotiation9 (d)

but without factor

F4 Agreed-Not-To-Disclose (p)

Cases won by plaintiff:

Digital Development (p)

Space Aero (p)

(4 cases won by defendant omitted. )

The query returned two cases in which the plaintiff won,
confting Steve’s hypothesis and giving him the cases
he needed to support his argument. It is interesting to note
that in refining his initial query, Steve applied knowledge
about trade secrets law that is not represented explicitly in
the CATO model. Nonetheless, CATO’S vocabulary of fac-
tors may have helped him frame the issue; certainly,

CATO’S database and query language based on factors en-

abled him quickly to find some relevant cases,

4.4 Students used factom to make initial assessments

of what cases mean and whether they are relevant.

Students often used the factor representations of cases to
make initial judgments of what the cases mean and how

they could be used in an argument. For this purpose, they
often used CATO’S tool for comparing the factors of a re-
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trieved case to those of the problem, CATO marks the
shared factors and the distinctions, as in the following
comparison of the Eaton case and the Motorola problem.

Motorola

●

✎

✎

✎

✎

✎

F2 Bribe-Employee (P)

F4 Agreed-Not-To-Disclose (p)

F5 Agreement-Not-Specific (d)

F6 Security-Measures (p)

F1O Secrets-Disclosed-Outsiders (d)

F17 Info-Independently-Generated (d)

F20 Info-Known-To-Competitors (d)

Eaton (d)

= F4 Agreed-Not-To-Disclose (P)

= F5 Agreement-Not-Specific (d)

= F6 Security-Measures (p)

* F16 Info-Reverse-Engineerable (d)

= F17 Info-Independently-Generated (d)

= F20 Info-Known-To-Competitors (d)

= shared factor

● distinction

Distinctions are those unshared factors that push toward
an opposite result in the two cases. The comparison of
factors gives an impression ofhow similar the case isto
theproblem and how the case could beusedinanargu-
merit. IntheCATO model,anarguer analogizes theprob-
lem to a case by citing the shared factors, and distin-
guishes it by pointing out the distinguishing factors (for
information about other argument moves, see [Aleven and
Ashley, 1993]) .Ifacase looks prmnisingonthebasisof
its factors (as does Eaton in the Motorola problem), it is
importanttoread itandknowthe specific facts behind the
factors. Asone student said “IA]sdetaileda sthesefac-
tors are, you still need to read very carefully, because
even a factor [such as] Unique-ProducZ there’s just such a
wi&arrayof whatthatword andthati%ctor means.’’Ifa
case does not look promising on the basis of its factors,
however, there is little point in readhg it. This way, que-
riesand initial relevance judgments baaedon factors en-
able students judiciously to select cases forreadng, and
to avoid wasting time reading cases that end up not mak-
ing a contribution to the argument.

On several occasions, students were able to improve
and refine relevance judgments basedon factors, by tak-
ing advantage of knowledge not represented as factors.
Often, they tried to “account for the distinguishing fac-
tors,” as one student put it. Inthe EatodMotorola exam-
pie, the students argued convincingly that an apparent dis-

tinction was at most a minor difference, by reasoning

about the meaning and impact of a distinguishing factor in
light of other factors present in the problem. (We found

similar examples in at least three other Eanscripts.) Look-

ing for cases to cite on behalf of the defendant in Moto-

rola, the students found Eaton. The comparison of factors
shown by CATO (see above) indicates that although
Eaton’s set of factors is quite similar to Motorola’s, plain-
tiff can distinguish it: In Eaton, but not in Motorola,

plaintiff’s information could be (legally) discovered
through reverse engineering (i.e., by examining or analyz-
ing plaintiff’s product), factor F 16. However, the students
made a reasonable argument that t.hk factor was not a ma-
jor distinction, They stated that “Eaton would be a fairly
strong case for the defendant because you’ ve only got one
distinguishing [factor] and the fact that it’s reverse engi-
neerable ~ 16] is actually not a big problem because the
information was independently generated ~ 17], the infor-
mation was known to [competitors (F20)] ... it’s just not a
big distinction.” In other words, the students reasoned that
when certain information is generally known in an indus-
try (F20), the fact that it can also be discovered by reverse
engineering (F 16), hardly makes it any more widely avail-
able than it is already.

This example also illustrates a second way in which
students were able to eliminate seeming distinctions: ap-
plying their knowledge about the corporate world, the stu-
dents argued that the specific facts behind a distinguishing
factor simply constitum normal practice and should not be
interpreted as a strength (or factor) for the plaintiff, The
comparison of the Motorola and Eaton factors indicates
that plaintiff may distinguish Eaton: In Eaton, the defen-
dant offered former employees of the pkintiff substantial
bonuses or salary increases in or&r to induce them to
switch employment (factor F2 Bribe-Employee), raising
the suspicion that they were offering employees a bribe in
order to bring trade secrets. However, the students did not
thiik that this interpretation of the Motorola facts was
warranted. Earlier during the session, when comparing
Motorola to a different case, they had stated: “I think it
would be fairly easy for the defendant to say ... that in a
market-oriented situation bonuses and salaries were being
made to encourage ... the defendants to come over to the
company. Not n~essarily for any devious means but just
because they were skilled workers ,.,”

The following example shows that a third-year student
(Steve) was able to improve upon arguments based on the
CATO model, by analogizing cases at a more abstract

level than factors and by relating the factors of a case to

the court’s rationale for deciding it. Arguing on behalf of

the plaintiff in Mason, Steve looked for cases that he
could use to blunt one of defendant’s strengths: The fact
that plaintiff’s allegedly secret information could be dis-
covered by reverse engineering plaintiff’s product (pro-
defendant factor F 16 Info-Reverse-Engineerable) (see
Figure 2, issue 2). He found American Precision, a case in

which the plaintiff won despite the presence of this factor:
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Mason

* F1 Disclosure-In-Negotiations

F6 Security-Measures (P)

F8 Competitive-Advantage (p)

F15 Unique-Product (p)

. F16 Info-Reverse-Engineerable (d)

= F21 Knew-Info-Confidential (p)

American Precision (p)

● F7 Brought-Tools (p)

= F16 Info-Reverse-Engineerable (d)

- F21 Knew-Info-Confidential (p)

- shared factor * distinction

The plaintiff in Mason can cite American Precision to
support an argument thatitis not fatal to plaintiff’strade
secrets claim that the information couldbe discovered by
reverse engineering. However, the defendant can respond
by distinguishing American Precision, for example by
pointing out that in American Precision, but not in Mfa-
son, the defendants took documents containing plaintiff’s
secret information (factor F7).

Steve was ableto made a stronger argument, namely,
by applying the court’s mtionale in American Precision

(as Summariz ed in the squib), to Mason. In American Pre-

cision,he stated, the defendants aeted fraudulently intak-
ing product development information (F7) while knowing
thatplaintiffconsidered the informationtobe confidential
(F21). The court held that “It did not matter that [defen-
dant’s information] could have been &veloped in a Iaw:hd
way. ... ~]here ... [information] has been unfairly nc-
quire~ it will be afforded protection as a trade secret.” In
Mason, Steve argued, there was evidence of similar
fraudulent use of information known to be confidential
(F21). Applying the rationale of American Precision to
Mason, he argued that the plaintiff in Mason should win,
regardless of the fact that its information may have been
reverse-engineerable (F 16). This is a stronger argument
than saying that this factor is not necessarily fatal.

These three examples show that students were able to
use factors to make initial judgments of cases’ relevrmce,
but were also able to go beyond the comparisons based on
factors by applying knowledge about what the factors
mean and why they matter,

4.5 Students used factors to formulate and test

theories about trade secrets law.

The following two examples illustrate that students on
several occasions made predictions about the relative im-
portance of factors, in effect formulating a general theory
about trade secrets law, expressed in terms of faetcrs.
They then tested their theories by retrieving cases from
the CATO database. In both examples, students predict-
ions seem to be prompted by reasoning about why certain
factors matter.

One student formulated and tested a theory based on
factor F17 Info-Independently-Generated. This factor ap-
plies when the defendant has developed a product to com-

pete with plaintiffs through its own independent efforts,
without using the information that plaintiff claimed to be
its trade secret. The student predkted that where this fac-
tor applies, defendants would wiL “because the whole
idea of trade seerets is [to pmteet] against misappropri-
ationand use [of confi&ntial information] in developing a
similar product.” When the tutor challenged her to test her
theory, the student executed a query for cases with factor
F 17 Info-Independently-Generated. The defendant won in
all four cases that were retrieved, which confms that the
factor indeed is a strong factor for the defendant.

Another student predicted that certain factors would
outweigh others; he was able to refine his theory when he
found cases that were inconsistent with it (see Figure 3 —
references to factors have been marked, using square
brackets). Looking at the list of applicable factors that he
had i&ntified in the Motorola problem, he noticed an ap-
parent contradktion, which led him to hypothesize that
where plaintiffs had disclosed their secrets to outsiders
(factor F 10) or where the information was otherwise
know to competitors (F20), plaintiffs would lose regard-
less of whether they had taken seeurity measures (F6), be-
cause “once the information is not secret, what’s the point
of security measures?” When the tutor challenged him to
test his theory, he retrieved-to his evident surprise
several cases that were inconsistent with his prediction.
On the tutor’s instigation, he inspected the factors of one
of the retrieved cases and discovered that his theory could
possibly be salvaged. He could have run a new query to
test the revised theory, but as there was little time lefi the
tutor moved onto other thhgs.

Formulating and testing theories based on a rationale
that relates the theory to the purposes underlying the do-
main is a very important aspect of legal scholarship and is
closely related to legal argumentation. The two examples
illustrate that even with a fixed vocabulary of factors it is
possible to provi& some support for useful exercises in
theory formulation and testing. The knowledge needed to
reason about the relative importance of factors is not rep-
resented in the CATO model. But by providing a vocabu-
lary of factors, CATO seems to inspire such reasoning on
the part of students, and by providing a case database and
query language based on factors, CATO makes it much
easier to test the resulting theories.

Having gone through a few cycles of the theory-testing
process in the CATO environment, students may be more
able to recognize their own spontaneous generalizations
about a legal domain as theories that can be tested against
cases. Exercises like the ones illustrated here would be far
more dlftlcult to achieve with a full-text retrieval system.
Such efforts would require far more time, or would even
flounder with the complexity of figuring out what the re-
trieved cases mean. CATO reduces some of this complex-
ity, because in the CATO database, cases are indexed by
the same vocabulary of factors that students use to express
theories (see also [Aleven and Ashley, 1994]).
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Student . when those two contradic~ the secrets being disclosed ~10] would cancel out the ... they would

make it irrelevant that there were security measures lF6], because the only point for security measures is to

keep the information secret and once the information is not secre~ what’s the point of security measures?

Tutor How would you test that?

Student As far as, if that’s true, you would do a search for f6 and f10 or f20. .... According to my theory, all

those cases should go for the defendant.

> (list-cases f6 (:or flo f20)) Cases won by plaintiff:

Boeing (P)

List all cases Data General (p)

with factor Drill Parts (P)

F6 Security-Measures (P) FMC (p)

and with one or more of factors

F1O Secrete-Disclosed-Outsiders (d) Case won by defendant:

F20 Info-Known-To-Competitors (d) . Eaton (d)

Tutor Now Euton went for the defendant ... How about those others?

Student That boggles my mind!

Tutor How would you resolve this?

Student I would read the casesand seewhat’s going on.

Tutor Let’s just take a look at Data General, that’s a good one.

Data General (p)

F6 Security-Measures (p)

F1O Secrets-Disclosed-Outsiders (d)

F12 Outsider-Disclosures-Restricted (p)

F14 Restricted-Materials-Used (p)

F18 Identical-Products (p)

Tutor ... Can you save your theory?

Student Well, actually, somewhat in that secrets disclosed to outsiders means that it might be a limited dis-

closure uh within your factor.

Tutor That is captured by the addition of another factor in this Data General situation: outsider disclosures

arerestricted[F 12]andalsothat thedefendantu sedtheseresticted materials~14].

Student So that would be more like ... limited disclosure would be distinguished from general disclosure, or,

competitors knowing ...

Tutor So did Data General discredit your theory?

Student Not in a wide theoretical ... only on the basis of these factors but not in a theoretical sense

Figure3:UsingCAT0 totestaproposedlegal theory

5. Conclusions

In an empirical experiment, we found that hutnan-guided
instruction with theCATO environment is as effectiveas
classroom instruction that teaches the same material.
Given that arguments and explanations of cases’ rele-
vance generated by the CATO program were graded better
than any student’s answers, it appears that the CATO

model can be employed even more effectively. We con-

tinue toinvestigate how instruction withCATOcanbe im-

proved, in particular by making explicit CATO’s argument

plan and relevance criterk+ by providing more examples

ofarguments, and by providhtg more top-down guidance

inconstructing arguments.

Examples from protocols of human-lead CATO instruc-

tionindicatethat studentswereabie tousetheCATO con-
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ceptual framework and tools effectively. Consistently
with the model’s intent, they used factors to (a) represent
the strengths and weaknesses in a proble~ (b) make in-
itial assessments of whether cases are relevant, and (c) ar-
ganize and express arguments. But the students also used
factors in ways that went beyond the model, to: (d) imple-
ment general argumentatiotr/research strategies, (e) for-
mulate issues and focus research, and (f) formulate gen-
eral theories about trade secrets law and retrieve cases to
test them.

Based on these data and examples, we conclude that the
CATO model and instructional environment guide and fa-
cilitate legal research and provide useful opportunities for’
practice, at least when students are guided by a human tu-
tor. Providing factors helps to get students started in cotlm-
paring and contrasting cases and making arguments. The
model and case representations based on the model reduce
some of the dk-acting complexity and allow students to
complete a few cycles of the legal research task.

Even though the model does not represent certain as-
pects of reasoning with cases and factors, the evahtaticm
results show that students can learn useful knowledge and
skills, and the examples show that students are using fac-
tors in ways that go beyond the model’s limitations. In or-
der to help studenta deal with the model’s limitations, we
provided squibs, narrative summaries of the cases, and
gave studenta a lecture about trade secrets law prior to

their CATO sessions. With these measures in place, the

limitations of the model’s focus on factors do not appear

to have mislead students into reasoning too mechanically
with factors. Moreover, the kind of reasoning CATO does
engage in appears to prompt students to do interesting
things with factors.
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